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DPRD at Bandar Lampung city as representation from society at Bandar Lampung 

city has functions to do the supervision to all sectors in public service. DPRD at 

Bandar Lampung city. Based on number in law 22 year 2003, DPRD form 

equipment to hold each task that determined. One of that equipment is committee 

D DPRD at Bandar Lampung city that has task and authority side of people’s 

welfare from various public services’ sectors. This research will study how does 

mechanism and supervision pattern of committee D DPRD at Bandar Lampung 

city towards health’s public service sector in Puskesmas Kemiling.  

  

The aim and benefit of this research is to detect mechanism and supervision 

pattern which is done by committee D DPRD at Bandar Lampung city in healthy 

side at society healthy centre of (Puskesmas) at Kemiling District. These research 

methods is qualitative with correlation inquiry result towards observation result 

and document in object research that existing in committee D DPRD at Bandar 

Lampung city and Puskesmas Kemiling. The documents are agenda of meeting, 



work visit program and committee profile D DPRD at Bandar Lampung city and 

profile of Puskesmas on Kemiling district.  

  

Research result shows that supervision mechanism of committee D DPRD at 

Bandar Lampung city is working meeting of committee with work unit (Satker) 

government, work visit, Public Hearing, and society accusation. all of that 

mechanisms is only meeting to hear public opinion which is never be done by  

committee D DPRD at Bandar Lampung city that caused of meeting hear public 

opinion that it will involve various society element. So it feels very difficult to 

achieve the aim from public hearing. Supervision pattern based on research result 

shows that committee supervision pattern D DPRD at Bandar Lampung city done 

with active  pattern and passive pattern according to personal institute or personal. 

Supervision execution obstacle from research result is not supervision agenda 

DPRD yet, there is not standards system with supervision standard procedure 

DPRD, society participation does not optimal yet. It cause the committee 

supervision D DPRD at Bandar Lampung city is still sporadic.  


